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Cornell Hotel Indices, First Quarter 2012:
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Have We Turned the Corner?
T
he newly created Cornell Hotel Indices portray an industry that has turned the corner to 
recovery, or is in the process of doing so. However, not all hotels are participating in the price 
recovery. Prices for large hotel transactions ($10 million or more) began their recovery several 
quarters ago, indicating a flight to quality. Prices for those properties continue to rise and 
capitalization rates are declining. However, the strength of large hotel prices has come at the expense 
of small hotels until recently. If small hotel prices have not turned the corner, at least that corner is now 
visible for those transactions (under $10 million). However, our repeat sales hotel index (RSHI) 
provides a more cautionary trend to this euphoria, with the year over year change in the RSHI 
continuing to trend upwards. This is not necessarily surprising given that a subset of both large hotel 
and small hotel transactions are included in this index. This is paper number 2 of the index series.
by Crocker H. Liu, Adam D. Nowak, and Robert M. White, Jr.
2 The Center for Real Estate and Finance • Cornell University
I
n our inaugural issue of the Cornell Hotel Index series, we introduced three new quarterly metrics 
to monitor real estate activity in the hotel market. These are a large hotel index (hotel transactions 
of $10 million or more), a small hotel index (hotels under $10 million), and a repeat sales index 
(RSI) that tracks actual hotel transactions. These indices are constructed using the CoStar and RCA 
commercial real estate databases. The large and small hotel indices are similar in nature and construction 
to the consumer price index (CPI), while the repeat sale hotel index is analogous to the retail concept 
of same store sales. Using a similar logic process for hotels, we compare the sales and resales of the same 
hotel over time for that index. All three measures provide a more accurate representation of the current 
hotel real estate market conditions than does reporting the average transaction prices, because the 
average-price index doesn’t account for differences in the quality of the hotels, which also is averaged. 
A more detailed description of these indices is found in the first edition of this series, “Cornell Real 
Estate Market Indices,” which is available at no charge from the Cornell Center for Real Estate and 
Finance. In this issue, we present updates and revisions to our three hotel indices along with commentary 
and supporting evidence from the real estate market.
CORNELL CENTER FOR REAL ESTATE AND FINANCE REPORT
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Exhibit 1
Median sale price and number of sales (hotels with sale prices of $10 million or more)
Exhibit 2
Median sale price and number of sales (hotels with sale prices less than $10 million)
 Sources: CoStar, Real Capital Analytics
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Analysis of Indices through Q1, 2012
Exhibits 1 and 2 show that sales of both large hotels and 
smaller hotels have increased over the fourth quarter of 2011 
and the first quarter of 2012 relative to the prior four quarters, 
indicating that hotel market activity has increased. The me-
dian sale price for 43 large hotels in 2011Q4 was $32.4 mil-
lion, and it was $22.1 million for 39 transactions in 2012Q1. 
For the 114 small hotel transactions in 2011Q4, the median 
price was $3.2 million, and in 2012Q1, the median rose to 
$3.3 million for 93 transactions (see Exhibit 3). 
Exhibit 3
Hotel indices through 2012, quarter 1
Index Value Index Value
Yr.Qtr
Low Price 
Hotels  
( < $10 Mil)
High Price 
Hotels  
( ≥ $10 Mil) Repeat Sales
Index Value 
Repeat 
Sales* Yr.Qtr
Low Price 
Hotels  
( < $10 Mil)
High Price 
Hotels  
( ≥  $10 Mil) Repeat Sales
Index Value 
Repeat Sales*
1995.01 98.93333671 81.01396653 57.25957359 2003.04 113.4579327 127.1254669 99.01313913 103.1861981
1995.02 101.446666 91.67368846 57.54732833 2004.01 115.2576954 126.5963991 96.83714565 103.419642
1995.03 100.8021574 82.6609536 67.45286383 2004.02 114.9118739 109.43793 99.23748537 106.0745657
1995.04 102.7868532 78.27958779 68.95166327 2004.03 114.6067566 113.4942694 101.6322142 108.7724786
1996.01 99.00676005 87.73850061 70.04727528 2004.04 118.5224619 103.2645008 102.8433127 108.1724902
1996.02 96.96827769 92.76119818 75.47932042 2005.01 124.3141591 106.8281454 108.8221101 115.0603039
1996.03 102.3322189 97.39961085 72.51536443 2005.02 131.4949702 112.1591796 112.8961469 118.287525
1996.04 96.97431673 104.3842158 71.65269478 2005.03 134.9330478 113.0771261 119.145672 125.9606617
1997.01 105.644913 98.4691051 87.72793335 2005.04 136.241879 120.8935787 126.659992 134.36177
1997.02 104.960754 97.79252439 88.97579186 2006.01 139.6131421 127.635081 133.2010287 139.612785
1997.03 100.7351909 100.6631679 93.12479706 2006.02 140.5457119 133.6023404 135.5863303 143.3533917
1997.04 104.6691003 104.5703451 100.0799052 2006.03 144.485771 141.6283212 135.6158468 144.3054103
1998.01 103.7554207 110.4700515 96.04092358 2006.04 147.6063882 144.0339308 138.950754 147.9744755
1998.02 110.2159886 122.5914288 101.6016623 2007.01 148.0178674 144.4748233 139.8171768 147.7101269
1998.03 112.7595278 119.941188 106.3875368 2007.02 151.0586993 149.3315871 144.3637319 151.9623319
1998.04 113.9008039 129.5996477 102.0369338 2007.03 152.6684284 144.1840534 150.1470904 156.8691646
1999.01 112.3043854 122.5931624 96.99032148 2007.04 151.4928634 142.8048452 148.3321125 159.0133166
1999.02 106.7195105 104.1825341 93.08176896 2008.01 153.3534681 137.1852241 146.6292115 165.5234827
1999.03 103.5673189 114.4446987 92.04230465 2008.02 154.4576087 136.1033145 145.6098781 166.6626566
1999.04 101.5078161 103.273162 93.4218269 2008.03 151.1754023 135.6931206 144.1493904 164.1258463
2000.01 99.3940769 105.5826472 96.0216768 100 2008.04 151.5228006 132.6688876 145.0869021 161.9998544
2000.02 100.7790565 109.4416439 99.33810094 106.3145895 2009.01 148.1399858 125.8608368 142.7628539 154.5388633
2000.03 100.4489605 100.9805302 97.94866028 96.89126603 2009.02 137.8238637 109.2366908 143.4481138 149.2747759
2000.04 103.6366247 107.9642243 96.27432548 96.71962104 2009.03 133.613292 103.834691 130.1230208 135.2401045
2001.01 106.5303576 118.645252 94.51055606 94.74371369 2009.04 129.4158155 89.05632625 121.5627636 125.0691962
2001.02 110.1775421 118.7067826 94.56041989 94.31402656 2010.01 122.8132324 100.0158492 116.8557317 117.0014823
2001.03 111.8434825 112.9303811 94.6909197 96.28763367 2010.02 121.3333242 111.4114351 105.4455349 107.5467671
2001.04 109.5384969 111.3777364 95.17124726 95.9212633 2010.03 120.5649365 129.3560389 105.1474374 107.8455707
2002.01 106.8547843 102.5561129 95.6878881 100.9374244 2010.04 116.7632942 155.5664618 109.0467071 111.1992677
2002.02 103.6922916 95.67172942 92.21435858 94.622083 2011.01 118.3736126 152.8328466 108.3311745 111.4898744
2002.03 103.8260949 93.42164257 93.60214648 94.17405123 2011.02 116.0361503 163.4331781 111.8388866 112.868989
2002.04 106.7261407 95.28332585 92.68802126 95.31380478 2011.03 112.8674924 153.9334671 113.0749436 113.8981849
2003.01 108.068904 95.48363971 94.2770455 92.35375341 2011.04 118.0632867 152.6165261 113.2577355 114.1661793
2003.02 111.1391361 115.6915469 96.3714314 98.1270957 2012.01 117.8846236 157.0487148 114.4111337 113.4306928
2003.03 114.424748 122.052361 96.92841635 99.85193026
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In contrast to our last newsletter wherein we noted a di-
vergence between the trends for large and small hotels (with 
large hotels increasing in price and small hotels declining), 
the two series have started to once again move in the same 
direction, as shown in Exhibit 4. This is an encouraging sign 
that the recovery in smaller hotels has started. We will delve 
more into this matter in a moment.
To do a more thorough analysis of our three indices, we 
first graph each index against its three-year and five-year 
moving average, also known as a rolling average. These 
moving averages smooth out short-term fluctuations and 
highlight longer-term trends or cycles. In this way we can 
eliminate short-term, erratic movements in past prices and 
thereby reveal more pronounced trends and patterns in the 
data. The longer the time period in the adjustment process, 
the more gradual the changes in the moving average. Since 
most pricing trends eventually revert to the mean, it follows 
that we can identify whether large or small hotels are mov-
ing in an uptrend or a downtrend depending on the direction 
of the moving average in relation to the index. So, for exam-
ple, when a moving average is heading upward and the hotel 
index is above it, hotels are in an uptrend. Conversely, if the 
hotel index crosses below the moving average a downtrend is 
signaled. In this paper, we also apply a variation of the mov-
ing average system that uses two moving averages. The long 
moving average, which is the five-year moving average in our 
analysis, depicts the long-term trend in price or index move-
ments, also known as the trendline. In contrast, the short 
moving average, which is the three-year moving average in 
our analysis, represents the smoothed proxy for price or the 
index. The analysis of the two moving averages is analogous 
to that of the single moving average system. So, when the 
three-year moving average moves above the five-year index, 
this is a signal of an uptrend in hotel prices, and the reverse 
is true in the case of a downtrend.
Exhibit 4
Hedonic hotel indices for large and small hotel transactions
  Sources: Cornell Center for Real Estate and Finance, CoStar, Real Capital Analytics
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Exhibit 5 depicts the movements of the two averages for 
the large hotel index. The large-hotel index signaled positive 
momentum when it crossed above both its three-year and 
five-year moving averages in the third quarter of 2010.
The situation was radically different for smaller hotels, 
as evidenced in Exhibit 6. The decline in the small hotel 
index began in the first quarter of 2009, when the index 
fell below its three-year moving average, and that trend 
Exhibit 5
Large-hotel index, three-year moving average, and five-year moving average
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Exhibit 6
Small-hotel index, three-year moving average, and five-year moving average
  Sources: Cornell Center for Real Estate and Finance, CoStar, Real Capital Analytics
  Sources: Cornell Center for Real Estate and Finance, CoStar, Real Capital Analytics
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and issuances have exceeded market expectations and that 
bodes well for the hotel sector.1 CMBS conduits are willing 
to lend in a greater variety of markets and dominated origi-
nations in tertiary markets in 2011. CMBS is also proving 
adept at financing portfolios, where activity has slowed in 
recent months.” The trend in hotel stocks provides another 
complementary signal in the capital market that the hotel 
industry is gaining strength. The Baird/STR Hotel Stock In-
dex not only ended first-quarter 2012 with almost a 20-per-
cent increase (2012Q1 Index = 2,424 versus 2011Q4 Index 
= 2,025) over the previous quarter, but also outperformed 
both the MSCI REIT Index by 4.7 percent, and the S&P500 
Index by 3.1 percent over the same time period.2 As the 
capital markets continue to improve, hotel investment sales 
should also improve. Even though we must caution that the 
short-term moving average has yet to turn upwards or cross 
the longer term average for smaller hotels, we see this as not 
necessarily surprising. It takes a while when using multi-year 
averages to see a reversal. 
1 Commercial mortgage-backed securities (CMBS) are a common fund-
ing mechanism for hotel purchases.
2 http://www.hospitalitynet.org/news/154000320/4055644.html 
was confirmed when the index dropped below its five-year 
moving average in the subsequent quarter (second quarter 
of 2009). Not only did the (downward) turning point for 
small hotel prices come earlier than that for larger hotels, 
but the decline for small hotels occurred even as the price 
index for large hotels crossed above its moving average. This 
indicates that investors were probably selling small hotels 
and buying large hotels, reflecting a flight to quality. More-
over, the short-term moving average also crossed below the 
long-term moving average in the second quarter of 2010, 
indicating a downward momentum for small hotels. After 
the third quarter of 2011, however, this trend has begun a 
reversal. Even though the Q1, 2012 hedonic index for small 
hotels of 117.88 is slightly lower than Q4, 2011 as well as Q1, 
2011, it is still above the second and third quarters of 2011. 
Although there are too few recorded sales for April 2012 as 
of this writing, early indications exist that the performance 
of smaller hotels has started to turn around (results for April 
2012 are not shown in Exhibit 6).
Lending picks up. One reason for these favorable 
developments is lenders’ greater willingness to lend on hotel 
properties. According to the February 2012 hotel report by 
Real Capital Analytics, “so far in 2012, CMBS originations 
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Exhibit 7
Hotel repeat sale index, three-year moving average, and five-year moving average
  Sources: Cornell Center for Real Estate and Finance, CoStar, Real Capital Analytics
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estate boom, although it has neither crossed its short-term or 
longer term moving averages.
Improving cap rates. One of the reasons why large 
hotels have experienced price growth is capitalization rate 
compression (declining cap rates) for large hotels. Exhibit 
8 shows the historical trend in large hotels using data from 
the American Council of Life Insurers (ACLI). The cap rate 
on large hotels has declined below both the short-term and 
long-term moving averages, which in turn suggests that 
prices of large hotels increased as a result. However, the 
short-term moving average for the cap rate has exceed that 
of the longer term moving average since the third quarter of 
2009, which indicates that price performance is still not back 
to the level of the mid-2003 period.
The last two exhibits, Exhibits 9 and 10, on the next 
page, depict interest rate spreads. Exhibit 9 shows the spread 
between Class A (B&C) hotel interest rates over the ten-year 
Treasury bond, while Exhibit 10 shows the spread between 
the Class A (B&C) hotel interest rate over the interest rate 
corresponding to non-hotel commercial real estate. As the 
expected risk of delinquencies and defaults decreases, the 
spread between the hotel interest rate and the risk free ten-
year Treasury bond falls. Recently, loan spreads for hotel 
Operating results strengthen. Supporting the case 
for recovery, the positive momentum for hotels is also 
buoyed from an operational perspective. According to 
TravelClick’s December 2011 North American Hospital-
ity Review (NAHR) based on actual hotel bookings from 
Q4 2011 through Q3 2012, “hotels will continue to see 
strong growth in 2012, primarily driven by rate increases 
and strong, steady demand for hotel rooms. Over the next 
twelve months, committed occupancy is up 3 percent year-
over-year; average daily rate (ADR) is up 3.6 percent; and 
revenue per available room (RevPAR), the top-line indica-
tor, is tracking ahead by 5.3 percent.”3 In summary, Travel-
Click’s prognostication is for “slow and steady” increase in 
hotel performance through 2012Q3 based on actual hotel 
bookings.
A different perspective exists when we examine the 
repeat sale of hotels in Exhibit 7. The repeat hotel sale index 
(RHSI) exhibits a similar hotel price growth pattern to that 
of smaller hotels. However, the positive trend is more grad-
ual in nature. It appears that the RSHI has almost recovered 
to its Q1, 2005 level, the period at the start of the hotel real 
3 http://www.travelagentcentral.com/trends-research/hotel-industry-
enters-2012-solid-footing-32922 (January 4, 2012)
Exhibit 8
ACLI hotel capitalization rates, three-year moving average, and five-year moving average
  Source: American Council of Life Insurers
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Exhibit 9
Interest rate spreads of hotels versus U.S. Treasury ten-year bonds
 Source: Cushman Wakefield Sonnenblick Goldman
Exhibit 10
Interest rate spreads of hotels versus non-hotel commercial real estate
 Source: Cushman Wakefield Sonnenblick Goldman
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properties have started to narrow again. Exhibit 9 shows that 
the interest rate spread on Class A hotels is now approxi-
mately at its historical median (same level as 2008), while 
that for lower quality hotels (Class B&C) is still lower than 
its historical median. Another way to view hotel interest 
rates is relative to interest rates on non-hotel commercial 
real estate. The interest rate on hotel properties is generally 
higher than that for apartment, industrial, office, and retail 
properties, in part because hotels’ cash flow is commonly 
more volatile than that of other commercial properties. 
Exhibit 10 shows that the interest rate for high quality hotels 
are within their historical median measured over the 2007 
to 2012 period. However, the interest rate for lower quality 
hotels is still below its historical average. 
Pop Quiz
Let’s now return to the question that we posed in the title of 
this report. Have we turned the corner yet with respect to 
the performance of hotel properties? If this were a multiple 
choice question, what would the best answer be? Is it (a) Yes, 
(b) Maybe or Perhaps, or (c) No? Or is it actually (d) All of 
the above?
The answer depends on what type of hotel property one 
is focusing on. If it is large hotel properties, then the answer 
is (a) yes. In contrast, the most probable answer for small 
hotel properties at this writing is (b) perhaps. But the answer 
is currently (c) no, if hotel transactions that make up the 
repeat sale hotel index is our primary focus. Thus, we see a 
divergence in the hotel market, and the final answer is, (d) 
all of the above. n
CREF Report Series • May 2012 • www.cref.cornell.edu 11
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